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A television cam~ra at ground level is fil~_g the lift~off of a space shu
that is rising vertically according to the position equation s = 50t2 Wh .ttle
is measured in feet and tis measured in seconds. The camera is 2.00oere s
from the launch pad. Find the rate of change in the distance betwee feet
th
camera and the base of the shuttle 10 seconds after lift-off. (Assume thn e
camera and the base of the shuttle are level with each other when t

==~\hi

SOLUTION
1. We let r be the distance between the camera and the base of the shut 1

as shown in Figure 3. 31. Then we can find the velocity of the rockett'
differentia~ing s with respect tot to obtain ds/dt = lOOt. Thus, we h;
the followmg model.

r2

= 2000 2 + s2

Given:

ds
dt

Find:

dr
dt

.
= l00t = veloc1ty
when

t

= 10

2. Using Figure 3.31 we relates and r by the equation

r2 = 20002 + s2 .

FIGURE 3.31

3. Implicit differentiation with respect to t yields
2rdr
dt
dr
dt

= 2sds
dt

s

= -;: .

ds
dt

s

= -;: (lOt).

= 10, we know thats = 50(102) = 5000, and we
r ::.--: \/ 2000 2 + 50002 = 1000V29.

4. Now, when t
1

FinaUy, th•~: :at~ of change of r when t

=

10 is

:moo

dr

dt ::-· 1ono"Vrr
0 00)(10) = 928.48 ft/sec .
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EXERCISES for Section 3. 7
In ~xercises 1:-4, assume that x and y are both differentiable functions of t and find the indicated values of
dy/dt and dx/dt.

Equation
1. y

= Vx

Find
dy
(a) dt when x

dx

(b) dt when x

Equation
2. Y = x 2

= 25

dx
dt
dy
-= 2
dt

-= 3

3x

dy

(a) dt when x

=3

dx

Given

=4

-

Find

(b) dt when x

3. xy

=4

dy

=1

(a) dt when x

=8

dx
(b) dt when x

=l

7
Sacooa 3.7

~

~ ~ 1,48

Find
dy

. . .,:i ::::. 25 (a) dJ when .r

L .s:- .,. ,

= 3, y = 4

17. Ann.- .
--is~
Ii()

dx
(b)

dJ when .r = 4 , y

=3

rzi[~ r c,f a circle is increasing at a rate of2 UJcbcs
:-- 1bt' -~- find the rate of change of the area -hen
~ ~6 u,cbeS and (b) r = 24 inches.
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~ r of a ...,.-e

..

JI1CTeasing at a rate of
2
6,
Frod the .rate ofc ~ of the Volume
{a) r == 6 mcbes and (b) r = 24 inches.
~ bt tbe· area of
a circle of radius r that is cban ·n
•
If dr/.J· .
gLg
1· {..al'>
i1t ~ to tune.
£U 15 coostam, is dA/ dJ
~ Explain why or why not.

~ paDllflll':·

is

l.li1 v be me volume .o f ~ ,s phere of radius r that is
'- .~
with respect to tune. If drIdi is constant .
~
Jain by
, IS
11t/ dr coosteot? Exp
w or why not.

~
, balloon is ioftatro with gas at the rate of
.
H
f .
lJ came feet per minute. ow ast lS the radius of the
~ joc,eaSing at the instant the radius is (a) I foot

f. A ¥ --

Iba dz/ ti, ::: 2 ~~~of Y = ) / (I T _x=)
l l ;a mimle.. fiad a / a

for die ~

(a) .r
(c ) .x

= _2

"alacs of r .

=2

U.
_
. A J>0la .i s
tfx/ dz = 2

(b) r
(d) r
111D1i C

·

=O

= IO

~ along tbc ~ of y = _..:

fol1owing ~ oflas pa DllEl:llc... Had

(a) .x
(c) .x

=- 2
=0

.x.
(.b) r
(d) r

:no:

19. A SWimming
deep at the

~,CJ

tfm
fur- the

50

=l
=3

40 fca long. 20 feet w.ide.. 4 fi:cl
end (see figure) w. ~ > ~ 9 fuel dcq) • die dcq,
at 10 cubic feet . ~ lS being Pllii\ied iao the pool
at the ..t..per- IIIIDDle. and there is 4 fuel of waer

--vend.

(a) What ~ of the pool is fi1b1?
(b) At what rate is the wasa- b-el nsmg
- - ?.

~ (bJ 2 feet?

4

" The formula for the volume of a cone is
J.,,
V == ! ,;-;rh.
3

find the rate of change of the volume if dr/ di is 2
inches per minute and h = 3r when (a) r = 6 inches
ar,rl (b) r : 24 inches.
:I. At a sand and gravel plant, sand is falling off a conveyor
zoo onto a conical pile at the rate of 10 cubic feet per
minute. The diameter of the base of the cone is approximately three times the altitude. At what rate is the
height of the pile changing when it is 15 feet high?
12. Aronical tank (with vertex down) is 10 feet across the
lop and 12 feet deep. H water is flowing into the tank
a! the rate of 10 cubic feet per minute, find the rate of
change of the depth of the water the instant it is 8 feet
deep.
lJ. All .edges of a cube are expanding at the rate of 3
~lltuneters per second. How fast is the volume changing _when each edge is (a) 1 centimeter and (b) 10

ctatuneters?
U. The conditions are the same as in Exercise 13. Now
: ure ~ w fast the surface area is changing when
g
edge 18 (a) 1 centimeter and (b) 10 centimeters.

20. A trough is 12 feet long and 3 feet across the top (see
figure)_ Its ends are isosceles triaqgles with an altitude
of 3 feet. If water is being pumped into the trough at
2 cubic feet per minute. how fast is the warer level
rising when it is I foot deep?
2 ft3/min~

21. A ladder 25 feet long is leaning against the wall of a

house (see figure). The base of the ladder is pulled
away from the wall at a rate of 2 feet per second. How
fast is the top moving down the wall when the base of
the ladder is (a) 7 feet, (b) 15 feet, and (c) 24 feet from
the wall?

-· A !>Om .

,,_ _t is moving along the graph of y = x 2 so that
1
.
.
(a) dt _is 2 cent·uneters per mmute.
Find
dy / dt when
l;_Th .t - Oand (b) x = 3.
14,(

1e <.'-Onditi

rn,-2...
-..:,ure th ons are the same as in Exercise 15, but no. w
::ioint
e rate of change of the distance between the

artd the origm.
.

25 ft

~2!

,
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22. A construction worker pulls a 16-foot plank up the side
of a building under construction by means of a rope
tied to the end of the plank (see figure). Assume the
opposite end of the plank follows a path perpendicular
to the wall of the building and the worker pulls the rope
at the rate of 0.5 feet per second. How fast is the end
of the plank sliding along the ground when it is 8 feet
from the wall of the building?

(b) How much time does the traffic controUer ha

get one of the planes on a different flight

Ve to

Path?

y

100

200

Distance (in miles)

r

26. The point (0, y) moves along the y-axis at a constan
rate of R feet per second, while the point (x, O) mov~
along the x-axis at a constant rate of r feet per second.
Find an expression for the rate of change of the distance
between the two points.
27. A baseball diamond has the shape of a square with sides
90 feet long (see figure). A player 30 feet from third
base is running at a speed of 28 feet per second. At
what rate is the player's distance from home plate
changing?

23. Consider the right triangle fonned by the moving ladder, the side of the house, and the ground in Exercise
21. When the base is 7 feet from the wall, find the rate
at which the area of the triangle is changing.
24. A boat is pulled in by means of a winch on the dock
12 feet above the deck of the boat (see figure). The
winch pulls in rope at the rate of 4 feet per second.
Detennine the speed of the boat when there is 13 feet
of rope out. What happens to the speed of the boat as
it gets closer to the dock?
ft
4 sec

.

~

12 ft . . . ....~ft
._

---

25. An air traffic controller spots two planes at the same
altitude converging on a point as they fly at right angles
to each other (see figure). One plane is 150 miles from
the point and is moving at 450 miles per hour. The
other plane is 200 miles from the point and has a speed
of 600 miles per hour.
(a) At what rate is the distance between the planes
decreasing?

3rd

Home

28. For the baseball diamond in Exercise 27, suppose the
player is running from first to second at a speed of 28
feet per second. Find the rate at which the distance
from home plate is changing when the player is 30 feet
from second.
29. A man 6 feet tall walks at a rate of 5 feet per second
away from a light that is 15 feet above the ground (see
figure). When he is 10 feet from the base of the light,
(a) at what rate is the tip of his shadow moving?
(b) at what rate is the length of his shadow changing?
y
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